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tl;dr version: this issue only affects kaspersky endpoint security gateway, and by only doing a few tricks it is possible to bypass this protection. if the gateway is restarted or even needs to be rebooted this workaround can be removed. let’s assume that you have pre-activated antivirus on a computer, and the antivirus has a well-
known “open” user account with admin permissions. and let’s assume that you want to skip the prompt for antivirus each time you start the computer and immediately start an application. this is a simple task and can be done using a little-known hidden configuration option of windows and other unix-like operating systems.

after you have successfully logged in, navigate to the computer’s “adminsitrator” group and then navigate to the “computer configuration” policy tree. there, navigate to the “policies” section. there, navigate to the “security settings” section. next, navigate to the “windows settings” section. in here, you will need to add a new
“local group policy” section, and add a rule to the “administrators” group to run a “gpedit.msc.” under the “pre-activation credentials” section, select “create,” and enter an account name. this should be an existing account or an account created for this pre-activation credential. note: the account name does not need to be a

domain account, nor does it need to have an associated user sid. - issue with the handle for the flashstage3d class. when launching a.swf file in a new tab in windows 8 or 8.1, the swf file has a size of 8mb or more. this could have an impact on the performance of the system.
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gurux-dev discovered a directory traversal vulnerability in the bitdefender cloud backup service. an attacker could view arbitrary files by setting the value of a parameter to a suitably crafted value (e.g., with a trailing slash). this could lead to a complete compromise of the device if the user downloads a file to the device.
webinar.org discovered a flaw in the bitdefender cloud backup service. an attacker could obtain a user's bitdefender antivirus license and bitdefender antivirus client id by compromising the web interface of the bitdefender cloud backup service. malwarebytes discovered a privilege escalation vulnerability that could allow a local

user to execute arbitrary commands as root. the affected service is the bitdefender antivirus client id in the bitdefender cloud backup service. gurux gxdlms director prior to 8.5.1905.1301 downloads updates to add-ins and obis code over an unencrypted http connection. a man-in-the-middle attacker can prompt the user to
download updates by modifying the contents of gurux.fi/obis/files.xml and gurux.fi/updates/updates.xml. then, the attacker can modify the contents of downloaded files. in the case of add-ins (if the user is using those), this will lead to code execution. in case of obis codes (which the user is always using as they are needed to

communicate with the energy meters), this can lead to code execution when combined with cve-2020-8810. gurux gxdlms director prior to 8.5.1905.1301 downloads updates to add-ins and obis code over an unencrypted http connection. a man-in-the-middle attacker can prompt the user to download updates by modifying the
contents of gurux.fi/obis/files.xml and gurux.fi/updates/updates.xml. 5ec8ef588b
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